Ada & Carter
Side A

Inventory

It could start here, in this way, with this list, an inventory of items stored in their loft between 1987 and 1997: one handmade doll with ping-pong ball head, one wok, two wok stands, one 7-inch diameter cake tin, one Carlsberg ashtray, one Westclox alarm clock, one bamboo vegetable steamer, 25 bed springs, one copy of The Highway Code, one copy of Cocktails and Mixed Drinks, one copy of Not Just a Load of Old Lentils, one copy of Nicholson London Streetfinder, one sheet of paper with four handwritten recipes, one copy of The Principles of Company Law, an opened bag of Evo-Stick tile grout, one Rawalpindi-Islamabad Tourist Brochure, one Bombay events brochure, one Lahore Streetmap, one Delhi Tourist Brochure, one box of broken white tiles, two plastic bicycle horns, one jack-to-jack lead, three 1.5 volt batteries, two tins of vapour ointment, a rusty, empty Old Holborn tin, one round Tupperware pot without lid, one India Tourist map, torn, one copy of Miscellany by D.H.Lawrence, one Edgeworth Pipe Tobacco tin containing a burnt match, a Scotch C-90 cassette, and a Tampax Classics cassette, one red, plastic water pistol, one Sony HF S-90 cassette, one novelty tune device, one bobble hat egg cosy, hand-knitted, one back of a plug, two feet of electric cable, one green toy soldier, one rectangle Tupperware lid, two Polaroid flash cubes, two jack plugs, 15 fluorescent tube light fittings, one chopstick, one 25-watt bulb, one mirror plate, two screws, one putty rubber, one black and white checked shirt, one blue rugby shirt, two pairs of Levi jeans, one pair of black dinner suit trousers, one school tie, one pair of dark blue dinner suit trousers, one copy of Man, Woman & Child by E. Seagal, one copy of Economic History Vol. 1, one copy of Galleries Guide, September 1988, one empty cassette case, several party invitations and club flyers, one Spud-U-Like badge, one red Travelcard holder, one cannonball, one black beret, three postcards in frames, one Fleur-de-Lis Scout badge, one pack of coloured sticky-back paper, six Christmas cards, one Stitchery kit, one steel coat hook, painted white, one round Tupperware lid, one pack of playing cards marked “return to bar please”, one photocopied article about artist Jan Vercruyse, one Rimmel lipstick, coffee shimmer, one bag of stair-carpet clamps, one pebble, chipped, two Rubik cubes, one vase, one printing block, one bowl carved out of a coconut shell, two biros, two pencils, one No. 7 lipshaper pencil, one thick rusty sewing needle thrust into a wooden bobble wound with thick black thread, one plastic novelty watch, one brass castor, one toy rhino, one 3rd place swimming certificate, one crayon, one toy sniper, one toy spaceman, one toy jeep, one toy spacecraft, one bar of black wax, one broken teapot handle, one broken glass, one Stanley Knife blade, one A4 ring binder, one page torn out of Men Only, one selection of Polyester ties and cravattes, one pair of brown leather loafers, mens, one blue Bomber-jacket, one bag of rags, one black leather bum bag with broken
zip, one school tie, one tape measure, one red plastic Yo-Yo, one pair of thermal leggings, one ping pong bat, one toy wooden clock, one JOB cigarette rolling machine, one box of foil wine bottle tops from a wine-making kit, one feather-tipped dart, one Roxy Music cassette, one leather cigarette case, one Ever Hot milk jug, one boxed tie pin, one souvenir sheath knife with a fake bone handle, one pair of wooden castenets, one pair of cuff-links, one black plastic chess pawn, one Wordsworth board game, two pieces of Spirograph, 27 Scruples cards, one glass decanter, one leg from an artist’s wooden mannequin, one goatskin flask from the Pyrenees, one Boomerang, with instructions, one travelling chess set, one Yugo Pocket Solitaire game, a selection of warped 7” singles, one Reckless Records carrier bag, one tiddlywinks disc, one wooden dice, one Indian ceremonial dagger, one black bow tie, one ceremonial Ghurka knife, one empty darts case, one packet of Silica gel, two glass lemon squeezers, a selection of letters, one felt gonk, hand-sewn, one empty contraceptive packet, one tube of Immac, opened, one jar of coconut oil, half-used, one jar of Pond’s coldcream, opened, one box of firelighters, opened, one pencil case containing seven felt tip pens, a crayon, a popper-point pencil, a protractor and a cartridge pen, one bottle top, one bottle of Aramis setting lotion, one A4 plastic sleeve, one tin of talc, one Pifco mini-electric fan, one desklamp, one carved wooden jewellery box, one Boots 1200 hair dryer, one handmade clay ashray, 15 foam hair rollers, one orange swimming hat, one box of medicinal charcoal tablets, one tube of Vichy self-tan cream, opened, one tube of Vitapointe hair conditioner, opened, two Chinese bowls, one handmade clay bowl, one tea caddy, rusty, one plastic watch from Hula Hoops, one bottle of Tea Tree oil, one Holland & Barret brochure, one black plastic comb, one pair of folding travel scissors, one black Marker pen, one plastic credit card wallet, one No. 17 Hideaway stick, used, one pot of plum Pearly Shiner eyeshadow, used, one Papermate Rollerball pen, one black kohl pencil, used, one wooden clothes peg, one bottle of Guerlain scent, opened, one padlock, locked, one friendship bracelet, one pot of Miss Selfridge powder eyeshadow, used, one white eyeliner pencil, used, several toy dinosaurs, two emery boards, used, one roll of sticking plaster, nine hairgrips, one Monopoly £10 note, one college grant statement, four keys, one plastic-handled scalpel without blade, one eau de toilette sample of Grey Flannel, one miniature clay pig, one yellow lipstick, used, one twenty centime coin, one First Class stamp, unused, one tube of Supaglue, empty, one plastic button, one marble, six mirrored squares from a mirror ball, thirteen more screws, two hooks and eyes, four drawing pins, one safety pin, one drill bit, a Telefon cassette, four hessian sacks, one tin of peppermint vinyl matt emulsion, one small non-stick frying pan, one Mastermind Game, one Travel Scrabble, a collection of Stamford School calendars, 1974-1984, one recipe folder, empty, one picture frame, one black leather belt, the Guardian newspaper, 13/11/89, scrunched up, one tube of Titanium White oil paint, twenty pieces of artist’s charcoal, in a red carrier bag, one soiled rag, one Sally Line Duty Free carrier bag, one bottle of Liquin, one Barclays Bank folder, also empty, one chess and draughts set, one skateboard helmet, one pair of Dr Marten brogues, brown, size 7, one pair of Le Coq Sportif rugby boots, size 8, one tin of assorted screws and nails, six rubber washers, one water pistol, one Smiths alarm clock, one white cotton dinner shirt, collarless, one grey wool blanket, one pair of Orange Label Levi 501s, one pair of cycling shorts, one pair of white Levi 501s, one
embroidered handkerchief, one paint roller, one chipboard off-cut, one aluminium 
attaché case, locked, one Spirograph set, one car radio-cassette player, one wooden 
mantle clock, one embroidered pyjama case, one yellow corduroy recorder sleeve 
and cleaning brush, one Girl Guide Patrol Leader’s Handbook, one German 
vocabulary exercise book, one gas-mask, five more printing blocks, one digital 
alarm clock, one gardening glove, one cyclist’s water bottle, five carving knives, one 
wooden table leg, one empty jam jar, one fifties-style salt cellar, one door-chain, 
one block of coloured notepaper, one brown plastic comb, one brass incense-stick 
holder, one survival knife in a leather pouch, one chocolate grater, one glass cake 
stand, one toy horse, two plastic sunflowers, one sunglasses lens, one key fob, one 
bag of incense cones, a number of Junior Girls Table Tennis trophies, plaques and 
medals, one paint brush, stiff with paint, one white T-shirt, one pair of Reebok 
trousers, one check shirt, one pink eiderdown, one 7” single, Lily of the Valley 
by Queen, one Red Records carrier bag, one credit card receipt, one length of 
fly strip, a number of exercise books, one Peugeot 504 pick up vacuum pump, one 
set of darts in a yellow plastic case, one charcoal grey V-neck jumper, one roll of 
Gum tape, one game of Jack Straws, four Bakelite light switches, nine Bakelite door 
knobs, one 4H pencil and an HB pencil, one Jones sewing machine manual, five 
workmen’s gloves filled with sand, several birthday cards, one sheet of writing 
paper, one typewritten CV, one diary page, 27 March 1982, one packet of Annadin, 
one toy whistle, a selection of foreign coins, one skipping rope, one copy of the first 
edition of Zing magazine, autumn, 1995, one chrome soap dish, one cardboard box, 
one rusty saw, one cream mug, one copy of The Independent, 2/12/89, one Peugeot 
504 starter motor, 17 packs of Tampax super, one wet and dry sanding block, one 
copy of the London A-Z, one red cat collar, one upright vacuum cleaner, one black 
gents umbrella, one dartboard, one Singer sewing machine in a wooden case, one 
white plastic promotional Frisbee, various art catalogues, one feather pillow, one 
plastic rain bonnet, one Etch-A-Sketch, two A4 brown envelopes, one packet of pink 
Post-It notes, three 6-inch plastic rulers, one Bic biro, its end chewed, one wine 
bottle cork, Arena Magazine, Jan ’86 to Sept ’88, Blitz Magazine, May ’87 to May 
’89, one shopping list, one dental appointment card, six Greenflag Breakdown car 
window stickers, two sachets of Nutrine sweetener, one box of Lillets, one pink 
Hoover hairdryer, a Guinness beer mat, an ICA Membership Card 1995; one table 
tennis ball, one British Gas pamphlet, one ball of string, a family photograph with a 
person’s head missing, one UB40, more club flyers, an empty Weetabix packet, a 
stack of children’s books and Annuals, two David Essex posters, two Donny Osmond 
magazine cuttings, one copy of Die Welt, 2/3/88, a photograph of Mandy, a 1976 
diary, one crochet hook, one hand-made felt pencil case, one pack of Plasticine, one 
pack of acrylic paints, one beach ball, deflated, one ski hat, a further bundle of 
letters, one CND membership card, 1981, one YHA Membership card, 1981.

Side B

Word Association

Gran, Chinatown, Habitat, rust, pub smells, blue, awkward, Steptoe & Son, 
boredom, useless, thrift, copy, irritating, gratuitous, false economy, fear,
excitement, incomprehension, noise, hoarder, parp, circuitry, landfill, menthol smell, old men, the ’70s, travel, fuddy duddy, containment, spent, vulnerability, bad pop, water fights, peeling label, stupidity, sentimentality, waste, time-wasting, nostalgia, Barrat housing, exotica, backstage, industrialization, frustration, dim, drilling, DIY, a secret, Ska, posh, the ’50s, burden, ownership, big bands, confusion, heavyweight, Cork Street, empty, nightlife, kitsch, compartments, reenactments, cliché, ugly, Dad, Blue Peter, tradition, spendthrift, junk, fridges, cheery, aspiration, puberty, dysfunction, beach, school playground, pretend, self-belief, tourism, school, drawing, Woolworths, repairs, childish, hope, plastic, mediocrity, colouring-in, boys, imagination, kitchen, Star Trek, wax rubbing, gold crocks, danger, sharp, order, intrigue, legacy, style, function, pedant, fashion, discipline, picture-hanging, 8, cowboy movies, cheap, decadence, yellow fingers, young fogey, Wheeltappers & Shunters Social Club, smooth, bombastic, old-fashioned, naff, boys, Costa Brava, charity shops, annoyance, Scrabble, leaky biros, Happy Families, decadence, self-destruction, boars, Aussies, money-wasting, bedroom, loft, Soho, plastic, lost, gifts, dress-up, question, careless, thwarted, redundant, apricot flavouring, craft, sex, hair, skin, face, fire, school, colour, excitement, half-moon, ink, hot summers, Mum, college, sweat, pick-up truck, reading, treasure, hot air, squidding, pretend, swimming lessons, India, 1983, 1981, 1984, adult ed, market stall, prize, antiseptic, ignorance, Brick Lane, Victoriana, loud, stuff, magazines, Fresher, two hearts, smoky eyes, laundry, spice, useless, hippy, young, Elle Magazine, life-cycle, nails, First Aid, bun, capitalism, socialism, metal, inertia, contained, kitsch, the ’80s, France, postage, fumes, haberdashers, Wales, disco, cross-heads, sewing lessons, corkboard, punk, tools, recording, scratchy, bad taste, camping, thrill, yard sale, his father, Woman’s Weekly, Waddington Gallery, hand-me-downs, 24, intoxicating, life-drawing, studio, day-trip, painting, give-aways, distraction, protection, Oxford, Stamford, granddad, wage-slave, fun, mechanical, anachronistic, art movers, out-of-fashion, pervy, the ’90s, acquired, decorating, off-cuts, spy, rotation, Techno, heavy, yellow, potential, institutionalized, words, bizarre, foraging, black box, pair, lukewarm, jumble sale, junk yard, recycling, secondhand shop, paranoia, giftware, barbers, homeware, fad, haute cuisine, afternoon tea, cowboys, Poundland, trash, souvenir, Trivandrum, Butterfly brand, lazy, James Dean, estates, loggers, feathers, rock, Brixton, employment, flies, freedom, engines, 180, uniform, picture-framing, pick-up-sticks, the ’40s, domesticity, hard, regular, John Lewis, art, childhood, delicate, tyranny of the norm, organization, bog-standard, Whistle Down The Wind, charity collections, paving stones, adventure, dislocated, faff, rain, tea, fickle, garage, bulk buy, rough, joy, fleas, out-of-date, theatre, gamesroom, auction, marketing, esoterica, homesteading, daytrippers, magic, business, notes, classroom, functionality, talisman, boxy, DMs, food, needles, tow trucks, pink, fingers, excess, bar, arty, utility, knots, missing, survival, Heaven, poo, cartoons, gypsy, rainbow, study, girlfriend, 11, found, stitching, manipulation, water-based, sea, Austria, friends, revolution, walking.

Categorisation
Toys: One handmade doll with ping-pong ball head, one red, plastic water pistol, one green toy soldier, one toy rhino, one toy sniper, one toy spaceman, one toy jeep, one toy spacecraft, one red plastic Yo-Yo, one toy wooden clock, several toy dinosaurs, one water pistol, one toy horse, one toy whistle, two plastic bicycle horns, one felt gonk, hand-sewn, several toy dinosaurs, another water pistol, one toy horse, one toy whistle, one dartboard, one Etch-A-Sketch, one beach ball, deflated. *Handmade items*: One handmade doll with ping-pong ball head, one bobble hat egg cosy, hand-knitted, one bowl carved out of a coconut shell, one felt gonk, hand-sewn, one handmade clay bowl, one friendship bracelet, one embroidered pyjama case, one handmade felt pencil case. *Cookware*: one wok, two wok stands, one 7-inch diameter cake tin, one bamboo vegetable steamer, five carving knives, one chocolate grater, one small non-stick frying pan. *Smoking paraphernalia*: one Carlsberg ashtray, one rusty, empty Old Holborn tin, one Edgeworth Pipe Tobacco tin containing a burnt match, one JOB cigarette rolling machine, one leather cigarette case, one handmade clay ashtray. *Clocks & watches*: one Westclox alarm clock, one plastic novelty watch, one wooden mantle clock, one digital alarm clock, one Smiths alarm clock. *Ironmongery*: 25 bed springs, one steel coat hook, painted white, one bag of stair-carpet clamps, one brass castor, one padlock, locked, four keys. *Instruction manuals*: one copy of The Highway Code, one copy of Girl Guide Patrol Leader’s Handbook, one Jones sewing machine manual. *Academic Guides*: one copy of The Principles of Company Law, one copy of Economic History Vol. 1. *Recipe books*: Cocktails and Mixed Drinks, Not Just a Load of Old Lentils. *Books of maps*: one copy of Nicholson London Streetfinder, one copy of the London A-Z. *Stationery*: one sheet of paper with four handwritten recipes, two biros, two pencils, an A4 ring binder, one pencil case containing seven felt tip pens, a crayon, a popper-point pencil, a protractor and a cartridge pen, one A4 plastic sleeve, one black Marker pen, one Papermate Rollerball pen, one tube of Supaglue, empty, four drawing pins, one recipe folder, empty, one bottle of Liquin, one Barclays Bank folder, also empty, one block of coloured notepaper, a number of exercise books, one 4H pencil and an HB pencil, one sheet of writing paper, two A4 brown envelopes, one packet of pink Post-It notes, three 6-inch plastic rulers, one bic biro, its end chewed. *DIY*: one opened bag of Evo-Stick tile grout, one box of broken white tiles, two screws, one Stanley Knife blade, one tape measure, thirteen more screws, one drill bit, one tin of peppermint vinyl matt emulsion, one tin of assorted screws and nails, six rubber washers, one paint roller, one chipboard off-cut, one paint brush, stiff with paint, one rusty saw, one wet and dry sanding block. *Tourist Brochures*: one Rawalpindi-Islamabad Tourist Brochure, one Bombay events brochure, one Delhi Tourist Brochure. *Stereo equipment*: one jack-to-jack lead, two jack plugs. *Electrical equipment*: one jack-to-jack lead, three 1.5 volt batteries, one back of a plug, two feet of electric cable, two jack plugs, 15 fluorescent tube light fittings, one 25-watt bulb, one Pifco mini-electric fan, one desklamp, one Boots 1200 hair dryer. *Medication*: two tins of vapoour ointment, one box of medicinal charcoal tablets, one bottle of Tea Tree oil, one packet of Annadin. *Kitchenware*: one round Tupperware pot without lid, one bobble hat egg cosy, one rectangle Tupperware lid, one chopstick, one round Tupperware lid, one broken teapot handle, one broken glass, one Ever Hot milk jug, one glass decanter, two glass lemon squeezers, two Chinese bowls, one handmade clay bowl, one tea caddy,
Indian ceremonial dagger, one ceremonial Ghurka knife. Souvenir sheath knife with a fake bone handle, one pair of wooden castenets, one Indian ceremonial dagger, one ceremonial Ghurka knife. Newspapers: one Scotch C-90 cassette, one Tampax ‘Classics’ cassette, one Sony HF S-90 cassette, one empty cassette case, one Roxy Music cassette, a Telefon cassette. Novelty items: one novelty tune device, one Spud-U-Like badge, one plastic novelty watch, one plastic watch from Hula Hoops, one miniature clay pig, two plastic sunflowers. Photography equipment: two Polaroid flash cubes. Picture-hanging equipment: one mirror plate, two screws, thirteen more screws, one drill bit, one roll of Gum tape. Art equipment: one putty rubber, one crayon, one leg from an artist’s wooden mannequin, one black Marker pen, one plastic-handled scalpel without blade, one tube of Titanium White oil paint, twenty pieces of artist’s charcoal, one 4H pencil and an HB pencil, one pack of Plasticine, one pack of acrylic paints.

Clothing: one black and white checked shirt, one blue rugby shirt, two pairs of Levi jeans, one pair of black dinner suit trousers, one school tie, one pair of dark blue dinner suit trousers, one selection of polyester ties and cravattes, one blue Bomber-jacket, one pair of thermal leggings, one white cotton dinner shirt, collarless, one pair of Orange Tab Levis, one pair white Levi 501s, one white T-shirt, one pair of Reebok jogging trousers, one check shirt, one charcoal grey V-neck jumper. Novels: Man, Woman & Child by E. Seagal. Listings magazines: Galleries Guide, September 1988. Invitations & flyers: several party invitations and club flyers, more club flyers. Accessories: one red Travelcard holder, one black beret, one Fleur-de-Lis Scout badge, one selection of polyester ties and cravattes, one boxed tie pin, one pair of cuff-links, one black bow tie, one carved wooden jewellery box, one plastic credit card wallet, one friendship bracelet, one black leather belt, one embroidered handkerchief, one brass incense-stick holder, one key fob, one bag of incense cones, one black gents umbrella, one plastic rain bonnet. Weaponry: one cannonball. Hats: one black beret, one ski hat. Pictures: three postcards in frames. Craft materials: one pack of coloured sticky-back paper, one Stitchery kit, one bar of black wax, one tube of Supaglue, empty, four drawing pins. Cards: six Christmas cards. Homeware: one steel coat hook, painted white, one vase, one Pfico mini-electric fan, one desklamp, one handmade clay ashtray, one picture frame, one chrome soap dish. Games: one pack of playing cards marked “return to bar please”, two Rubik cubes, one feather-tipped dart, one black plastic chess pawn, one Wordsworth board game, two pieces of Spirograph, 27 Scruples cards, one Boomerang, with instructions, one travelling chess set, one Yugo Pocket Solitaire game, one Tiddlywinks disc, one wooden dice, one empty darts case, one Monopoly £10 note, one marble, one Mastermind game, one Travel Scrabble game, one chess and draughts set, one Spirograph set, one set of darts in a yellow plastic case, one game of Jack Straws, one white plastic promotional Frisbee. Photocopied material: one photocopied article about artist Jan Vercriuse. Cosmetics: one Rimmel lipstick, coffee shimmer, one No. 7 lipshaper pencil, opened, one No. 17 Hideaway stick, used, one pot of plum Pearly Shiner eyeshadow, used, one black kohl pencil, used, one pot of Miss Selfridge powder eyeshadow, used, one white eyeliner pencil, used, one yellow lipstick, used. Souvenirs: one pebble, chipped, one bowl carved out of a coconut shell, one souvenir sheath knife with a fake bone handle, one pair of wooden castenets, one Indian ceremonial dagger, one ceremonial Ghurka knife. Printing materials: one
printing block, five more printing blocks. Haberdashery: one thick rusty sewing needle thrust into a wooden bobble wound with thick black thread, one plastic button, two hooks and eyes, one safety pin. Certificates: one 3rd place swimming certificate. Porn: one page torn out of Men Only. Shoes: one pair of brown leather loafers, mens, one pair of Dr Marten brogues, brown, size 7. Cleaning equipment: one bag of rags, one soiled rag, one upright vacuum cleaner. Bags: one black leather bum bag with broken zip, one Reckless Records carrier bag, one red carrier bag, one Sally Line Duty Free carrier bag, one aluminium attaché case, locked, one Red Records carrier bag. Uniform items: one school tie. Sports equipment: one ping pong bat, one orange swimming hat, one skateboard helmet, one pair of le Coq Sportif rugby boots, size 8, one pair of cycling shorts, one cyclist’s water bottle, one table tennis ball, one ski hat. Home-brewing equipment: one box of foil wine bottle tops from a wine-making kit, one wine bottle cork. Outdoors equipment: one goatskin flask, one survival knife in a leather pouch. Vinyl records: a selection of warped 7” singles, Lily of the Valley by Queen. Miscellaneous: one packet of Silica gel, six mirrored squares from a mirror ball, four hessian sacks, two Donny Osmond magazine cuttings. Personal memorabilia: a selection of letters, several birthday cards, one diary page, 27 March, 1982, a family photograph with a person’s head cut out, a photograph of Mandy, a 1976 diary, a bundle of letters. Rubbish: one empty contraceptive packet, one bottle top, one wooden table leg, one sunglasses lens, an empty Weetabix packet. Firelighting equipment: one box of firelighters, opened. Hairdressing equipment: one Boots 1200 hair dryer, 15 foam hair rollers, one black plastic comb, nine hairgrips, one brown plastic comb, one pink Hoover hairdryer. Promotional items: one Tampax Classics cassette, one plastic watch from Hula Hoops, one Holland & Barret brochure, a collection of Stamford School calendars, 1974-1984, one white plastic promotional Frisbee, six Greenflag breakdown car window stickers, a Guiness beer mat, one British Gas pamphlet. Travel equipment: one travelling chess set, one Yugo Pocket Solitaire game, one pair of folding travel scissors. Hardware: one wooden clothes peg, one door-chain, one length of fly strip, one ball of string. Perfumery: one bottle of Guerlain scent, one eau de toilette sample of Grey Flannel. Toiletries: one tube of Immac, opened, one jar of coconut oil, half-used, one jar of Pond’s cold cream, opened, one bottle of Aramis setting lotion, one tin of talc¬o¬l¬m powder, one tube of Vichy self-tan cream, opened, one tube of Vitapointe hair conditioner, two emery boards, used, 17 packs of Tampax super, one box of Lillets. First Aid items: one roll of sticking plaster. Correspondence: a selection of letters, one college grant statement. Currency: one Monopoly £10 note, one twenty centime coin, a selection of foreign coins. Postage: one First Class stamp, unused. Newspapers and Magazines: the Guardian, 13/11/89, scrunched up, one copy of the first edition of Zing magazine, autumn, 1995, one copy of the Independent, 2/12/89, various art catalogues, Arena Magazine, Jan ‘86 to Sept ‘88, Blitz Magazine, May ’87 to May ’89, one copy of Die Welt, 2/3/88. Bedding: one grey wool blanket, one pink eiderdown, one feather pillow. Car Hi-Fi equipment: one car radio-cassette player. Musical equipment: one pair of wooden castanets, one yellow recorder sleeve and cleaning brush. University books: one German vocabulary exercise book. Protective equipment: one gas-mask, one gardening glove. Gardening equipment: one gardening glove. Plaques, trophies, medals: a number of Junior Girls table Tennis trophies, plaques and medals.

Promession

a. list of categories:
   Toys.
   Handmade items.
   Cookware.
   Smoking paraphernalia.
   Clocks & watches.
   Ironmongery.
   Instruction manuals.
   Academic guides.
   Recipe books.
   Books of maps.
   Stationery.
   Tourist brochures.
   Stereo equipment.
   Electrical equipment.
   Medication.
   Kitchenware.
   Maps.
   Non-fiction.
   Cassettes.
   Novelty items.
   Photography equipment.
   Picture-hanging equipment.
   Art equipment.
   Clothing.
   Novels.
   Listings magazines.
   Invitations & flyers.
   Accessories.
   Weaponry.
   Hats.
   Pictures.
Craft materials.
Cards.
Homeware.
Games.
Photocopied material.
Cosmetics.
Souvenirs.
Printing materials.
Haberdashery.
Certificates.
Shoes.
Cleaning equipment.
Bags.
Uniform items.
Sports equipment.
Home-brewing equipment.
Outdoors equipment.
Vinyl records.
Miscellaneous.
Personal memorabilia.
Rubbish.
Firelighting equipment.
Hairdressing equipment.
Promotional items.
Travel equipment.
Hardware.
Perfumery.
Toiletries.
First Aid items.
Correspondence.
Currency.
Postage.
Newspapers and magazines.
Bedding.
Car Hi-Fi equipment.
Musical equipment.
University books.
Protective equipment.
Gardening equipment.
Plaques, trophies, medals.
Receipts.
Car engine bits.
Antiques.
Artwork.
Professional development.
Fitness equipment.
Storage items.
Pet equipment.
Sewing equipment.
Lists.
Appointment cards.
Food items.
Membership cards.
Registration cards.
Children's books.
Posters.
Crochet equipment.

b. categorising the categories


c. list of new categories:

Household goods.
Handmade items.
Personal items.
Printed matter.
Stationery.
Entertainment items.
Equipment.
Clothing items.
Accessories.
Weaponry.
Cosmetics.
Footwear.
Miscellaneous items.
Toiletries.
Health & Safety items.
Financial items.
Postage items.
Food items.

d. categorising the new categories:
Goods: household goods, handmade items, personal items, printed matter,
entertainment items, stationery, equipment, clothing items, accessories, weaponry,
cosmetics, footwear, toiletries, miscellaneous items, toiletries, health & safety
items, financial items, postage items, food items.

e. new new category:
Goods.

And end here, with goods.

Andrea Mason, 2014